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All openings are 10' wide
Panel sizes:
8' for 100' to 125' wide arenas
8'-12' for arenas larger than 125'
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Obstacle 1a is on the center line based
on the width of the arena and on the
Advanced Handlers Line
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Center of obstacle “1b” is: 15% of arena
length (measured from the top) & 33%
of arena width (measured from the right
side of the arena).
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Left side of panel is: 15% of arena
length (measured from the top) & 10'
from the left arena fence.
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Exit is 20% of the arena width
(measured from the right side of the
arena) and exit is centered at 70' down
from the plane of obstacle 1b
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Back wall of the pen is 12.5% of the
arena length measured from the bottom
of the arena and 20% of the arena width
measured from the left side of the arena
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Formulas:
#2 Multiplying the arena length by 15% will give you
the footage measurement to set the panels down from
the top of the arena.
Multiplying the arena width by 33% will give
you the footage from the side to the center of the exit
to set the panels
#3 Multiplying the arena length by 15% will give you
the footage measurement to set the panel down from
the top of the arena
#4 Multiplying the arena width by 20% will give you
the footage to set the panels from the right side of
arena fence and from the middle of the exit 70" up to
the plane of obstacle 1b.

